
TASK: Louvers are Hard To or Won’t Rotate for G71 Supervue/Everglide and G85 
Duravue/Duralite Vertical headrails 
Use If/When: Louvers are hard to or won’t rotate for G71 Supervue/Everglide and G85 Duravue/Duralite Vertical 
headrails. 
Tools Needed: Flat head screwdriver 
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1. If louvers were installed improperly, they won’t 
turn when the rotation chain is pulled.  Remove 
louvers by sliding a hard plastic card between the 
louver and the long side of the louver stem.  Push 
card and louver up toward the top of the louver 
stem.  This will unseat the louver from the stem. 

 

     

2. Remove louver by pulling down on both the 
louver and the plastic card at the same time.  Lay 
louver on a clean flat surface.  Repeat for all 
louvers. 
Note:  If using a credit card, be careful not to 
damage the magnetic strip. 

 

 
3. Rotate louvers stems by pulling rotation chain.  If 

stems are rotating, turn them to the open positon.  
Proceed to step 7.  If stems are not rotating, go to 
step 4. 
 

 

 
 
 

4. Remove headrail from mounting brackets by 
placing the flat head of a screwdriver between the 
back of the headrail and the release clip on the 
mounting clip.  Pull the handle of the screwdriver 
toward the front of the rail and tilt the back of the 
headrail down and toward you. 
 

 

Louver stem in 
this position 
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5. Lay the headrail on a flat surface with the louver 
stems pointed toward the ceiling.  The pinion rod 
may not be fully seated into the control 
mechanism.  Slightly turn the pinion rod while 
pushing it into the center of the control 
mechanism. 

 

    

6. To ensure the louvers will rotate correctly, pull the 
rotation chain several times to turn the stems 
back and forth, then slide the carriers across the 
blind by pulling the traverse cord several times.  
This will assure the cords are moving freely. 

 
 

      
7. Once you have confirmed that the headrail is 

operating properly, reinstall the headrail into the 
mounting clips and rehang the louvers with the 
stems in the open position.  All louvers should be 
facing the same direction. 

 

 
 
 

 

Pinion rod 


